302 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
The prominence of Jews among the new arrivals added
fuel to the flame of anti-Semitism—a relatively new phenom-
enon in the United States. Among certain groups it seemed
as if the bacterial warfare of hatred, so zealously manufac-
tured in the political laboratories of the Third Reich and
imitatively in Spain and Italy, was now spreading its in-
fection across the Atlantic. Or perhaps every man, like every
section and nation, carried within himself the dormant virus
of racial and religious prejudice and mob cruelty, and only a
healthy state of mind and decency's innate power of resis-
tance could keep such germs from multiplying. Organizations
like Coughlin's Christian Front, George Deatherage's Knights
of the White Camellia and Fritz Kuhn's German-American
Bund, with support from periodicals like Gerald Winrod's
Defender in Kansas, stirred the caldron of intolerance. Ap-
parently the most fanatical, William Dudley Pelley's Silver
Shirts, which started in North Carolina in 1933, inherited
so completely the white-supremacy program and tactics of
the moribund Ku Klux Klan that an observer was led to
comment upon "the great shift from sheets to shirts/' An
estimate in 1936 placed the total membership of Jew-baiting
organizations at fifteen thousand; certainly they never
achieved much numerical strength.
Nevertheless, in 1938, an observant liberal like Alvin
Johnson could report "a marked increase in anti-Semitism
in America. Everybody knows that it is true/' A Fortune
poll in April, 1939, asking, "Do you believe that in this
country hostility toward the Jewish people is growing or
not?" found that nearly forty-six per cent said no, thirty-
three per cent said yes, and twenty-one offered no opinion.
While folk of the town, village and farm, where the Jew
was rare, denied an increase of prejudice, city dwellers, white-
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